Filtering is a main method to eliminate or reduce the noise and is also a basic step to analyzing spectral data accurately in spectral data processing. In this paper, four methods of average value filtering, median filtering, cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering and Savitzky -Golay filtering are used for the noise reducing in the spectral data processing, and results are analyzed and compared.
Introduction
During spectral measurements, interference inside and outside of the instrument will result in random noise on measured spectral data with different extents. The noise can show up as jitter, burr, or as a sharp pulse on the normal signal curve, and it will influence the spectra characteristics analysis and also increase the error of subsequent analysis and detection [1] .
The noise can be reduced by applying digital processing to measured data, and it is a method to improve signal-to-noise ratio and named as the pretreatment method in spectral analysis. Currently, typical spectrum noise processing methods include the average value filtering, the median filtering, the cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering and Savitzky -Golay filtering [2] , etc. In this paper, we analyze digital processing results with the above four methods. Our analyses show that the best template filter can indeed be obtained by setting the parameters of the processing method based on the size of error and the stability of processing results [3] .
Filter methods of spectral analysis
The average value filtering method. The average value filtering is a linear approach, and its basic principle is to represent measured value by an average of multiple point values within a neighboring domain S. For a M pixel neighborhood window, the mathematical expression for the process template is
where g(i) is the measurement at point i with S as its neighborhood domain, and M the total number of points within S. This method is obvious for noise reduction, but over smoothing with a large M can lead to a gentler spectral curve slope. Therefore, M should be carefully controlled in removing noise interference to avoid spectral details blurring [4] .
The median filtering method. The median filtering method is based on the theory of order statistics in nonlinear signal processing technology which can effectively restrain noise. The basic principle of the median filter is that the digital data point va lues are approximated by the median of nearby data point values, which can eliminate isolated noise points. are the values within the neighborhood of a i , and V out is the median of n point window.
The median filter is very effective for processing pulse random noise, such as salt noise or pepper noise [5] .
The cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering method. The cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering method uses the polynomial least square approximation to construct smooth filtering of sampling points. The formula is 
where Y -i is the improved value of Y i The cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filter has the feature of eliminating interference components and keeping the original curve characteristics unchanged [6] .
Savitzky-Golay filtering method. The main idea of Savitzky -Golay (S -G) filtering algorithm is to take a fixed number of points around x i to fit a polynomial g(x) which is used to calculate the data point value g i at x i (g i (G)) [7] as the following
where g(x) is a M th order polynomial with uniform spacing x i+1 -x i = x  . Let n 1 be the number of The simulation experime nt and analysis Analysis of the effect on the simple signal. To contrast the characteristics of these four filter algorithms, a sine function y (x) = sin (x) is used as the ideal signal component. The total signal is a superposition of the ideal signal and a Gaussian white noise N(0, 0.005) with mean value 0 and mean square error 0.005. The average value filter, the median filter, the cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filter and Savitzky -Golay filtering are used to process the signal. The output signal curves are described respectively in the following. are the results processed by the average value filtering, the median filtering, the cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering and Savitzky -Golay filtering respectively. From the curves we can see that the average value filtering effect is the worst. The cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering and the Savitzky -Golay filtering are better, in which the interference component is eliminated and the original curve characteristics unchanged. It should be emphasized that the cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering is more complex than average value filtering and median filtering, and also computational cost is higher with Savitzky -Golay filtering.
Statistical error analysis. Table 1 lists filtered data values of 11 sampling points in the range of (0, 2π). y(x) = sin (x) is the ideal signal, f(x) = y(x) + Gaussian noise N (0, 0.005) the total signal, y 1 (x), y 2 (x), y 3 (x) and y 4 (x) represent respectively data processing values by the average value filtering, the median filtering, the cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering and Savitzky -Golay filtering. We can see from table 2 that the cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering has the smallest errors, and errors associated with Savitzky -Golay filtering and median filtering are also small. The smaller the error value and the smaller the error of the discrete degree, the more close to the original signal. Figure 3 plots the same errors from Table 2 for the four filtering algorithms. We can see that the smallest errors are from cubical smoothing algorithm with five-point approximation filtering and the Savitzky-Golay filtering. 
